Abstract. We give a new moduli construction of the minimal resolution of the singularity of type 1 r
Introduction
For a finite subgroup G ⊂ SL(2, k), the McKay correspondence establishes an equivalence between the geometry of the minimal resolution X of A 2 k /G and the G-equivariant geometry of A 2 k . More precisely, following the description by Ito-Nakamura [8] of X as the G-Hilbert scheme, Kapranov-Vasserot [9] used the resulting universal family to establish an equivalence between the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on X and the bounded derived category of finitely generated modules over the skew group algebra k[x, y] * G. For a finite subgroup G ⊂ GL(2, k) that is not special-linear, however, the G-Hilbert scheme has too many tautological bundles, so this moduli description of the McKay correspondence cannot hold without some redundancy. Nevertheless, Wunram [16] constructed an integral basis of the Grothendieck group of vector bundles on X that is indexed by the trivial representation and the so-called special representations of G. Ishii [7] subsequently employed the universal family for the G-Hilbert scheme to establish a fully faithful functor from the bounded derived category of compactly supported coherent sheaves on X to the bounded derived category of finitely generated nilpotent modules over k[x, y] * G.
This article adopts a new approach for a finite abelian subgroup G ⊂ GL(2, k) by introducing a new moduli construction of the minimal resolution X of A 2 k /G. To begin, we fix a collection of line bundles L 0 = O X , L 1 , . . . , L ℓ on X that form an integral basis of the Grothendieck group of vector bundles. The algebra End 0≤i≤ℓ L i is isomorphic to the quotient kQ/R of the path algebra of a quiver Q modulo an ideal of relations R, where the pair (Q, R) is the bound quiver of sections of the collection L = (L 0 , . . . , L ℓ ) as defined by Craw-Smith [5] . Since (Q, R) can be characterised in terms of Wunram's special representations, we call (Q, R) the bound Special McKay quiver. The main result of this article is the following. Theorem 1.1. Let G ⊂ GL(2, k) be a finite abelian subgroup with bound Special McKay quiver (Q, R). The minimal resolution X of A 2 k /G is isomorphic to the fine moduli space M ϑ of ϑ-stable representations of (Q, R) for a given ϑ, with tautological bundle 0≤i≤ℓ L i .
The proof of this result has two parts. The first, geometric part extends the construction of Craw-Smith [5] by defining the morphism ϕ |L | : X −→ |L | to the multigraded linear series associated to the sequence of line bundles L = (L 0 , . . . , L ℓ ) on X. The toric variety |L | is defined to be the fine moduli space of ϑ-stable representations of the quiver of sections Q of L for a given dimension vector and stability condition ϑ, and it contains M ϑ (Q, R) as a closed subscheme. We prove that ϕ |L | is a closed immersion and, moreover, we identify explicitly the image as a toric subvariety V(I Q )/ / ϑ T Q of M ϑ (Q, R).
The second, algebraic part establishes a link between the bound quiver of sections (Q, R) of L and the bound McKay quiver of G ⊂ GL (2, k) . If the given two-dimensional representation of G decomposes into irreducible representations as A 2 k = ρ 1 ⊕ ρ 2 , then the McKay quiver Q ′ is the quiver whose vertices are indexed by the irreducible representations, and where each vertex ρ admits two incoming arrows: one arrow from vertex ρ ⊗ ρ 1 ; and the second from vertex ρ ⊗ ρ 2 . The ideal of relations R ′ ⊂ kQ ′ ensures that kQ ′ /R ′ is isomorphic to the skew group algebra k[x, y] * G, and the pair (Q ′ , R ′ ) is the bound McKay quiver of G ⊂ GL(2, k). We show that (Q ′ , R ′ ) coincides with the bound quiver of sections of the tautological line bundles on the G-Hilbert scheme G -Hilb(A 2 k ) and, moreover, that the isomorphism between G -Hilb(A 2 k ) and the minimal resolution X identifies the tautological bundles on G -Hilb(A 2 k ) indexed by the trivial and special representations of G with the integral basis L 0 , L 1 , . . . , L ℓ of the Grothendieck group of X. This implies in particular that End 0≤i≤ℓ L i is isomorphic to a subalgebra of kQ ′ /R ′ . This description, coupled with our understanding of the relations R ′ in the McKay quiver, provides just enough information about R to show that the moduli space M ϑ (Q, R) coincides with the image V(I Q )/ / ϑ T Q of the morphism ϕ |L | . Theorem 1.1 provides a moduli description for the following derived category version of the Special McKay correspondence that is essentially due to Van den Bergh [13] .
is a derived equivalence between the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on X and the bounded derived category of finitely generated right modules over A := End( 0≤i≤ℓ L i ).
Corollary 1.3. The algebra kQ/R is a minimal noncommutative resolution of A 2 k /G. Wemyss [14] gives a complementary, algebraic approach to the two main results in this paper that is closer in spirit to noncommutative geometry than the approach adopted here. The benefit of his approach is that the algebra kQ/R is constructed without prior knowledge of the minimal resolution; the drawback is that the ideal of relations R must be computed explicitly. We believe that both approaches have their merits.
Conventions Write k for an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, k × for the onedimensional algebraic torus over k, and N for the semigroup of nonnegative integers. We do not assume that toric varieties are normal.
2. Background 2.1. Minimal resolution by toric geometry. For a finite abelian subgroup G ⊂ GL(2, k) of order r, let G ∨ = Hom(G, k × ) denote the character group and Irr(G) the set of equivalence classes of irreducible representations. After killing quasireflections and changing coordinates if necessary, we may assume that G is the cyclic group of order r generated by the diagonal matrix g = diag(ω, ω a ), where ω is a primitive rth root of unity and gcd(a, r) = 1. This action is said to be of type 1 r (1, a) . The given representation of G decomposes as ρ 1 ⊕ ρ 2 , where ρ 1 (g) = ω and ρ 2 (g) = ω a . The induced G-action on k[x, y] satisfies g · x = ρ 1 (g −1 )x and g · y = ρ a (g −1 )y, and we obtain a G ∨ -grading of k[x, y] via deg(x) = ρ 1 and deg(y) = ρ 2 .
To construct A 2 k /G and its minimal resolution by toric geometry, define
as a Jung-Hirzebruch continued fraction, giving integers c 1 , . . . , c ℓ ∈ Z ≥2 . Define (β ℓ+1 , α ℓ+1 ) = (0, r), (β ℓ , α ℓ ) = (1, a), and (
Write σ i for the cone generated by τ i and τ i+1 , so X is covered by charts
where
For a global description, write Σ(1) = {τ 0 , τ 1 , . . . , τ ℓ+1 } for the set of rays in Σ, and write N Σ(1) and Z Σ(1) respectively for the semigroup and for the lattice generated by the T M -invariant prime divisors. Since X is smooth there is a short exact sequence
The total coordinate ring of X is the polynomial ring k[x 0 , . . . , x ℓ+1 ] obtained as the semigroup algebra of N Σ(1) . The degree map endows k[x 0 , . . . , x ℓ+1 ] with a Pic(X)-grading, and the algebraic torus Hom(Pic(X), k × ) acts on A
This global description coincides with the quotient construction of X from Cox [2] .
2.2.
Representations of bound quivers. Let Q be a finite connected quiver with vertex set Q 0 , arrow set Q 1 , and maps h, t : Q 1 → Q 0 indicating the vertices at the head and tail of each arrow. The characteristic functions χ i : Q 0 → Z for i ∈ Q 0 and χ a : Q 1 → Z for a ∈ Q 1 form the standard integral bases of the vertex space Z Q 0 and the arrows space Z Q 1 respectively.
The incidence map inc :
A nontrivial path in Q is a sequence of arrows p = a 1 · · · a k with h(a j ) = t(a j+1 ) for 1 ≤ j < k. We set t(p) = t(a 1 ), h(p) = h(a k ) and supp(p) = {a 1 , . . . , a k }. Each i ∈ Q 0 gives a trivial path e i where t(e i ) = h(e i ) = i. The path algebra kQ is the k-algebra whose underlying k-vector space has a basis consisting of paths in Q, where the product of basis elements equals the basis element defined by concatenation of the paths if possible, or zero otherwise.
A representation of a quiver Q consists of a k-vector space W i for i ∈ Q 0 and a k-linear map w a : W t(a) → W h(a) for a ∈ Q 1 . We often write W as shorthand for (W i ) i∈Q 0 , (w a ) a∈Q 1 . We consider only representations with dim
i of k-linear maps for i ∈ Q 0 that are compatible with the structure maps, that is, w ′ a ψ t(a) = ψ h(a) w a for all a ∈ Q 1 . With composition defined componentwise, we obtain the abelian category of representations of Q. For any rational weight
For θ-semistability, replace > with ≥. Let R be a two-sided ideal in kQ generated by differences of the form p − q ∈ kQ where p, q are paths with the same head and tail, each of which comprises at least two arrows. We do not assume that R is admissible, so kQ/R need not be of finite dimension over k. The pair (Q, R) is an example of a bound quiver, also known as a quiver with relations. For any representation W = (W i ) i∈Q 0 , (w a ) a∈Q 1 of Q and for any nontrivial path p = a 1 · · · a k in Q, the evaluation of W on p is the k-linear map w p : W t(p) → W h(p) defined by the composition w p = w a 1 · · · w a k . A representation of the bound quiver (Q, R) is a representation W of Q such that w p = w q for all relations p − q ∈ R. The abelian category of finite-dimensional representations of (Q, R) is equivalent to the category of finitely-generated kQ/R-modules. 
The incidence map gives a Wt(Q)-grading of the polynomial ring k[y a : a ∈ Q 1 ] that induces an action of the algebraic torus
If every θ-semistable representation of Q is θ-stable then King [11, Proposition 5.3] proved that the GIT quotient
] jθ is the fine moduli space of isomorphism classes of θ-stable representations of Q. The T Qequivariant vector bundle i∈Q 0 O A Q 1 on A Q 1 k descends to a tautological vector bundle i∈Q 0 W i on M θ (Q). Our quivers will always have a distinguished vertex (denoted 0 ∈ Q 0 or ρ 0 ∈ Q ′ 0 ), and we normalise the universal family on M θ (Q) by identifying T Q with {(t i ) i∈Q 0 ∈ (k × ) Q 0 : t 0 = 1}; this gives
To construct moduli spaces of bound quiver representations, let (Q, R) be a bound quiver where R is generated by path differences p−q ∈ kQ. The map sending a path p to the monomial y p := a∈supp(p) y a ∈ k[y a : a ∈ Q 1 ] enables us to define the ideal (2.5)
k corresponds to a representation of (Q, R) if and only it lies in the subscheme V(I R ) cut out by I R . The binomial ideal I R is homogeneous with respect to the Wt(Q)-grading, so V(I R ) is invariant under the action of T Q . If every ϑ-semistable representation of Q is ϑ-stable then
jϑ is the fine moduli space of isomorphism classes of ϑ-stable representations of (Q, R). The tautological bundle on M ϑ (Q, R) is obtained from that on M ϑ (Q) by restriction.
3. Minimal resolution via multigraded linear series 3.1. Quivers of sections and multigraded linear series. Let E := E 0 , E 1 , . . . , E m be a sequence of distinct effective line bundles on the minimal resolution X of A 2 k /G, where
The quiver of sections of E is the quiver Q in which the vertex set Q 0 = {0, . . . , m} corresponds to the line bundles in E , and where the arrows from i to j correspond to the irreducible sections in H 0 (X, E j ⊗E
for the divisor of zeroes of the defining section s ∈ H 0 (X, E j ⊗ E −1 i ) and, more generally, for any path p in Q we call div(p) := a∈supp(p) div(a) the labelling divisor. The ideal of relations in the path algebra kQ is the two-sided ideal
Following Craw-Smith [5] we call (Q, R) the bound quiver of sections of E .
Lemma 3.1. Let (Q, R) be the bound quiver of sections of E . The quiver Q is connected and the quotient algebra kQ/R is isomorphic to End i∈Q 0
Proof. The quiver is connected since H 0 (X, E i ) = 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ m. The algebra isomorphism follows as in the proof of [5, Proposition 3.3] .
. This makes the semiprojective situation different from the projective case; notably, the order E 1 , . . . , E m is unimportant.
The multigraded linear series of E is the variety |E | := A 
y a : T is a spanning tree in Q with root at 0 ∈ Q 0 .
Proof. To prove the first statement it is enough to prove that every ϑ-semistable representation is ϑ-stable. Let W be a ϑ-semistable representation of Q. If W ′ ⊂ W is a proper nonzero subrepresentation then i∈supp(W ′ ) ϑ i ≥ 0. Since ϑ i = 1 for i = 0 and ϑ 0 = −m we have W ′ 0 = 0 and ϑ(W ′ ) > 0, so W is ϑ-stable as required. A representation W = (W i ) i∈Q 0 , (w a ) a∈Q 1 is ϑ-stable if and only if every subrepresentation W ′ ⊂ W with W ′ 0 = 0 has W ′ i = 0 for all i = 0, which holds if and only if there is a spanning tree T with root at 0 such that a∈supp(T ) w a = 0.
The ideal B Q therefore cuts out the ϑ-unstable locus. That the toric variety A Q 1 k / / ϑ T Q is smooth follows from the fact that the incidence map of Q is totally unimodular as in [5, Proposition 3.8] , and variation of GIT quotient ϑ → 0 gives a projective morphism from A
is a fine moduli space, it follows that the multigraded linear series |E | carries tautological line bundles W 0 , . . . , W m where
3.2.
A morphism to the multilinear series. We choose once and for all a preferred sequence of line bundles on X, namely, the sequence
These line bundles are nef and hence globally generated; in explicit toric coordinates, for 0
The multigraded linear series of L is the fine moduli space |L | := M ϑ (Q), where Q is the quiver of sections of L and
k that is equivariant with respect to the actions of Hom(Pic(X), k × ) and T Q = Hom(Wt(Q), k × ). Since each L i is globally generated, [5, Section 4] shows that (Φ Q ) * descends to give a morphism ϕ |L | : X −→ |L |. To describe the image, write π := (inc, div) :
for the Z-linear map sending χ a to χ h(a) − χ t(a) , div(a) for a ∈ Q 1 . Write N(Q) for the image under π of the subsemigroup N Q 1 generated by χ a for a ∈ Q 1 , and write k[N(Q)] for its semigroup algebra. The projections
The incidence map factors through N(Q) to give the map π 1 , so the action of T Q on A 
Proof. The toric ideal I Q is the Wt(Q)-homogeneous part of Ker(Φ Q ). Thus, just as Ker(Φ Q ) cuts out the image of (Φ Q ) * , so I Q cuts out the image of ϕ |L| after passing to the quotient by the action of T Q . Following [5, Theorem 1.1], the image of ϕ |L| is the GIT quotient
According to the proof of [5, Theorem 4.9] , the morphism ϕ |L | is a closed immersion if and only if the linear series Φ Q (k[y a : a ∈ Q 1 ] ϑ ) defines a closed immersion. As a result, we must show that the k-vector space basis π 2 (V) of Φ Q (k[y a : a ∈ Q 1 ] ϑ ) contains the vertices {u(σ j ) : 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ} of the polyhedron P L obtained as the convex hull of the set W and, in addition, that the semigroup M ∩ σ ∨ j is generated by : y] respectively, as is evident from the fan of X shown in Figure 1 
, where: L 1 | U j is generated by x for j = 1, 2 and y 4 for j = 0; while L 2 | U j is generated by x 2 for j = 2 and y for j = 0, 1. Since L 1 has degree 1 on D 1 and degree 0 on D 2 , we have
. The quiver of sections is shown in Figure 1(b) , where each labelling divisor is recorded as a monomial in the Cox ring
. One approach to drawing the quiver of sections of L is to first draw the quiver of sections of O X ; that is, one vertex and five loops, each labelled with a k-algebra generator of H 0 (O X ). Adding a vertex for L 1 and then L 2 causes the loops to decompose into paths according to the decomposition of the labelling divisor. In this case, the semigroup N(Q) is generated by the columns of the matrix where the i-th column corresponds to a i for 1 ≤ i ≤ 8. One computes using Macaulay2 [6] that (i) the skew group algebra k[x, y] * G;
(ii) the quotient algebra kQ ′ /R ′ ; and (iii) the endomorphism algebra End ρ∈Irr(G) W ρ .
Proof. The fine moduli space M ϑ ′ (Q ′ , R ′ ) is isomorphic to the G-Hilbert scheme G -Hilb(A 2 k ), so the first statement follows from Kidoh [10] . For the second, the isomorphism between (i) and (ii) is well known (see [4] ). For the isomorphism between (ii) and (iii), let Γ ⊂ SL(3,
k by setting z = 0, functoriality of the G-Hilbert scheme implies that X = G -Hilb(A 2 k ) is a divisor of Y = Γ -Hilb(A 3 k ), and the tautological bundle ρ∈Irr(G) W ρ on X is obtained from that on Y by setting z = 0 throughout. The result follows since kQ/R is obtained from kQ Γ /R Γ by setting to zero all arrows labelled z.
The fine moduli space M ϑ ′ (Q ′ , R ′ ) represents the same functor as the G-Hilbert scheme, so the tautological bundles {W ρ : ρ ∈ Irr(G)} on M ϑ ′ (Q ′ , R ′ ) coincide with those on G -Hilb(A 2 k ). To characterise these bundles, Kidoh [10, Theorem 5.1] observed that for 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ and for the toric chart U j = Spec k[x α j+1 /y β j+1 , y β j /x α j ] on X, the unique standard monomial of the ideal I j = (x α j+1 , y β j , x α j+1 −α j y β j −β j+1 ) in degree ρ ∈ Irr(G) generates the rank one O U j -module W ρ * | U j , where ρ * is the contragradient representation (recall from Section 2.1 that ρ := deg(x i y j ) satisfies ρ(g) = ω i+aj ). In particular, each W ρ is nef.
Remark 4.2. We emphasise that the monomials defining sections of the tautological bundle W ρ * on M ϑ ′ (Q ′ , R ′ ) indexed by vertex ρ * ∈ Irr(G) have degree ρ ∈ Irr(G). 
Proof. Each tautological line bundle W ρ is nef and W ρ 0 ∼ = O X , so the bound quiver of sections
is the k-vector space W ρ encoded in the representation of Q ′ parametrised by [W ] . As the point [W ] varies in M ϑ ′ (Q ′ , R ′ ), the maps w
These sections are irreducible because R ′ lies in the ideal of kQ ′ generated by paths of length two. Each arrow in Q ′ therefore determines an arrow in Q L ′ with the same head and tail, so Q ′ is a subquiver of Q L ′ . For a 
If there exists an arrow a ∈ Q L ′ \ Q ′ then this algebra isomorphism forces a relation in R L ′ that contains a term of the form λa + f for some λ ∈ k and f ∈ kQ L ′ . However, R L ′ is an ideal of relations in a quiver of sections and hence every generating relation is a combination of paths of length at least two, so 
Example 4.5. Figure 2(a) shows the McKay quiver for the action of type 1 7 (1, 2) with labels x and y, while Figure 2(b) gives the labels on Q ′ as a quiver of sections. Replace x 0 by x, x 3 by y and set x 1 = x 2 = 1 to recover the labels in Figure 2 (i) the quotient algebra kQ/R for the bound Special McKay quiver (Q, R); (ii) the endomorphism algebra End 0≤i≤ℓ L i ; (iii) the endomorphism algebra End ρ * ∈Irr sp (G) W ρ * ; (iv) the algebra e(kQ ′ /R ′ )e for the bound McKay quiver (Q ′ , R ′ ) where e = ρ * ∈Irr sp (G) e ρ * .
Proof. Since Q is the bound quiver of sections of L , the isomorphism (i) ∼ = (ii) follows from Lemma 3.1. Each L i coincides with W ρ * for a unique ρ * ∈ Irr sp (G), which gives the isomorphism between (ii) and (iii). Lemma 4.1(ii) implies that the subalgebra e(kQ ′ /R ′ )e is isomorphic to End
The assignment sending a vertex i ∈ Q 0 to the representation ρ * ∈ Irr(G) for which L i = W ρ * establishes a bijection ι : Q 0 → Irr sp (G). Proposition 4.7 implies that for every arrow a ∈ Q 1 there is a path
The path ι(p) is not unique in general, though any two choices differ by an element of the ideal of relations R ′ . The situation is similar in the opposite direction: for any path
and div(p ′ ) = div(p); again, λ(p ′ ) is not unique in general, though any two choices differ by an element of the ideal R. In particular,
Corollary 4.8. For paths p, q in Q with the same head and tail, the following are equivalent:
Proof. This follows from Corollary 4.4 and Proposition 4.7.
We now turn our attention to understanding the arrow set of Q, and to begin we cite a useful combinatorial result. It is well known that the minimal k-algebra generators of k[x, y] G can be written in terms of the continued fraction expansion of r/(r − a) , but it is more convenient for us to work with the expansion of r/a from (2.1) which encodes the nonnegative integers c 1 , . . . , c ℓ which in turn determine pairs (β i , α i ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ + 1. As Wemyss [14, Lemma 3.5] remarks, the next combinatorial result follows from Riemenschneider's staircase [12] . 
In particular, listing the monomials from (4.3) with strictly decreasing exponent of x is equivalent to listing the monomials with strictly increasing exponent of y.
Consider elements of Q 0 = {0, 1, , . . . , ℓ} modulo ℓ + 1, and write i := i mod ℓ + 1. Recall also that (β 0 , α 0 ) = (r, 0) and (β ℓ+1 , α ℓ+1 ) = (0, r). (ii) the other, denoted a 2i+2 , from i + 1 to i has monomial label mon(a 2i+2 ) = y β i −β i+1 .
In particular, any arrow a ∈ Q 1 with xy| mon(a) has its head h(a) at vertex 0.
Proof. For i ∈ Q 0 \ {0}, there are at least two arrows with head at i since the H 0 (O X )-algebra generators x α i , y β i of H 0 (L i ) define paths in Q from 0 to i with monomial a pure power of x and a pure power of y respectively. The path labelled x α i passes through vertex i − 1, so the final arrow a 2i−1 in this path has mon(a 2i−1 ) = x α i −α i−1 . Similarly, the path labelled y β i passes through i + 1, so the final arrow a 2i+2 in this path has label y β i −β i+1 . It remains to show that for a ∈ Q 1 with h(a) ∈ Q 0 \ {0}, the monomial mon(a) is not divisible by xy.
Suppose otherwise, so mon(a) = x b y c for b, c ≥ 1. Set i = h(a) and j := t(a). The path ι(a) in the McKay quiver Q ′ from ι(t(a)) to ι(h(a)) can be chosen to comprise b arrows labelled x followed by c arrows labelled y. If b ≥ α j+1 − α j then this path begins with sufficiently many arrows labelled x to factor via the unique path p ′ in Q ′ satisfying ι(a 2j+1 ) = p ′ , but this would imply that the path a in Q factors via the arrow a 2j+1 which is absurd. Also, if c ≥ β i − β i+1 then ι(a) ends by traversing the unique path q ′ in Q ′ that satisfies ι(a 2i+2 ) = q ′ , but this would force the path a to factor via arrow a 2i+2 which is also absurd. Similarly, the path ι(a) may also be chosen to comprise c arrows labelled y followed by b arrows labelled x. If c ≥ β j−1 − β j then this path in Q ′ begins with sufficiently many arrows labelled y to ensure that the path a in Q factors via the arrow a 2j which is absurd. Also, if b ≥ α i − α i−1 then the path ι(a) in Q ′ ends with sufficiently many arrows labelled x to ensure that the path a in Q factors via the arrow a 2i−1 which is also absurd. Taken together, then, we obtain inequalities
We now demonstrate that no monomial x b y c satisfying the inequalities (4.4) lies in the character space ι(i) ⊗ ι(j) −1 . There are three cases:
Case 1: i > j. In this case we have α j+1 ≤ α i . Multiply the generator
However, this implies that the section x b+α j y c is divisible by neither H 0 (O X )-algebra generator
Case 2: i = j. In this case, x b y c is G-invariant and is therefore divisible by a G-invariant monomial
, from which we obtain k < i. This gives the required contradiction.
Case 3: i < j. In this case we have
In each case we obtain a contradiction, so no such arrow exists. This completes the proof.
Remark 4.11. Since x r arises as the label on a cycle in Q ′ based at 0, there exists one arrow a in Q from ℓ to 0 with mon(a) equal to a pure power of x. Similarly, y r labels a cycle in Q ′ based at 0, so Q contains one arrow a from 1 to 0 with mon(a) equal to a pure power of y.
We may therefore list the arrow set as Q 1 = {a 1 , . . . , a |Q 1 | }, comprising:
• the x-arrows a 1 , a 3 , . . . , a 2ℓ+1 , where a 2i−1 has tail at i − 1, head at i and label x α i −α i−1 ;
• the y-arrows a 2 , a 4 , . . . , a 2ℓ+2 , where a 2i+2 has tail at i + 1, head at i and label y β i −β i+1 ;
• the xy-arrows a 2ℓ+3 , a 2ℓ+4 . . . , a |Q 1 | each with head at 0 and mon(a 2ℓ+k ) divisible by xy.
The x-arrows and y-arrows pair up naturally as {a 2i+1 , a 2i+2 } for 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. The order in which the xy-arrows are listed is not important for now, so choose any order. 4.3. The moduli space is irreducible. We now prove that the fine moduli space M ϑ (Q, R) = V(I R )/ / ϑ T Q of ϑ-stable representations of the bound Special McKay quiver is isomorphic to the image of the morphism ϕ |L | : X → |L | from Theorem 3.4. We bypass the explicit calculation of the ideal I R by introducing an auxilliary ideal J ⊂ k[y a : a ∈ Q 1 ] which suffices for our purpose.
As a first step we exhibit a collection of elements from the ideal R. A cycle p in Q is said to be primitive if mon(p) is one of the minimal k-algebra generators of k[x, y] G from (4.3).
Lemma 4.13. For i ∈ Q 0 \ {0}, consider an arrow a ∈ Q 1 with t(a) = i. Then either:
(1) a = a 2i+1 , in which case there exists a primitive cycle p a in Q based at vertex i such that a 2i+1 a 2i+2 − p a ∈ R with a 2i+1 , a 2i+2 ∈ supp(p a ); (2) a = a 2i , in which case there exists a primitive cycle p a in Q based at vertex i such that a 2i a 2i−1 − p a ∈ R with a 2i−1 , a 2i ∈ supp(p a ); (3) a is an xy-arrow, in which case there exists both:
(i) a primitive cycle p a in Q based at vertex i satisfying aa 1 a 3 · · · a 2i−1 − p a ∈ R and a, a 1 , a 3 , . . . , a 2i−1 ∈ supp(p a ); and (ii) a primitive cycle q a in Q based at vertex i satisfying aa 2ℓ+2 a 2ℓ · · · a 2i+2 − q a ∈ R and a, a 2ℓ+2 , a 2ℓ , . . . , a 2i+2 ∈ supp(q a ).
Proof. For case (1) , set a = a 2i+1 . Since a is an x-arrow and a 2i+2 is a y-arrow, Proposition 4.7 implies that the cycle aa 2i+2 in Q based at i arises from a cycle p ′ := ι(aa 2i+2 ) in Q ′ based at ι(i) ∈ Q ′ 0 where mon(p ′ ) = x m y n with m, n ≥ 1. Since a precedes a 2i+2 , the first arrow a ′ 1 ∈ Q ′ 1 traversed by p ′ satisfies mon(a ′ 1 ) = x. Define p ′ a in Q ′ to be the unique cycle based at ι(i) ∈ Q ′ 0 with mon(p ′ a ) = x m y n that first traverses n arrows labelled y and then traverses m arrows labelled x. The unique cycle p a in Q satisfying p ′ a = ι(p a ) first traverses an arrow a f with t(a f ) = i and y| mon(a f ) and ends by traversing an arrow a l with h(a l ) = i and x| mon(a l ). Proposition 4.10 implies that a l = a 2i−1 . If a f is a y-arrow then a f = a 2i and p a = a 2i a 2i−1 is the only such primitive cycle; otherwise, a f is an xy-arrow, in which case p a = a f a 1 a 3 · · · a 2i−1 is the only such primitive cycle. In either case a 2i+1 , a 2i+2 ∈ supp(p a ), so case (1) is complete. Case (2) is the same as case (1) with the roles of x and y switched. For case (3), let a be an xyarrow, so t(a) = i, h(a) = 0 and mon(a) = x m y n for m, n ≥ 1. The cycle p ′ := ι(aa 1 a 3 · · · a 2i−1 ) in Q ′ based at ι(i) ∈ Q ′ 0 ends with at least α i arrows labelled x and satisfies mon(p ′ ) = x m+α i y n . Define p ′ a in Q ′ to be the unique cycle based at ι(i) ∈ Q ′ 0 with mon(p ′ a ) = x m+α i y n that first traverses m + α i arrows labelled x and then traverses n arrows labelled y. The unique cycle p a in Q satisfying p ′ a = ι(p a ) first traverses an arrow a f with t(a f ) = i and x| mon(a f ), and ends by traversing an arrow a l with h(a l ) = i and y| mon(a l ). Proposition 4.10 gives a l = a 2i+2 . If a f is an x-arrow then a f = a 2i+1 and p a = a 2i+1 a 2i+2 is the only such primitive cycle; otherwise, a f is an xy-arrow, in which case p a = a f a 2ℓ+2 a 2ℓ · · · a 2i+2 is the only such primitive cycle. Note that a f = a because x α i = mon(a 1 a 3 · · · a 2i−1 ) = mon(a 2ℓ+2 a 2ℓ · · · a 2i+2 ) = y β i . It follows that in either case a, a 1 , a 3 , . . . , a 2i−1 ∈ supp(p a ), so case (3.i) is complete. Case (3.ii) is similar.
Let Λ denote the set of all path differences constructed in Lemma 4.13 as the vertex i ranges over Q 0 \ {0} and the arrow a ranges over {a ∈ Q 1 : t(a) = i}. Define the ideal
Remark 3.7 and Lemma 4.13 imply that J ⊆ I R ⊆ I Q , and hence
Remark 4.14. We make no attempt to prove that J = I R since this requires an understanding of R itself. The explicit calculation of R by Wemyss [14, pages 3-14] does in fact imply that J = I R , but we emphasise that we do not make use of this observation. Rather, our approach is to show that while V(J) = V(I Q ), we nevertheless get equality after removing the locus cut out by the irrelevant ideal, that is,
We illustrate this with a pair of examples. 
. To obtain the monomials mon(a) for a ∈ Q 1 , consider the labels in Figure 1(b) and replace x 0 by x, x 3 by y and set x 1 = x 2 = 1. Lemma 4.13 constructs the ideal J as follows: arrows a 2 and a 3 with tail at 1 each determine y 1 y 2 − y 3 y 4 ∈ Λ; the x-arrow a 5 determines y 5 y 6 − y 1 y 3 y 7 ; the y-arrow a 4 determines y 3 y 4 − y 6 y 8 ; the xy-arrow a 7 determines both y 1 y 3 y 8 − y 6 y 7 and y 6 y 8 − y 3 y 4 ; and the xy-arrow a 8 determines both y 6 y 7 − y 1 y 3 y 8 and y 1 y 3 y 7 − y 5 y 6 . Taken together we obtain J = y 1 y 2 − y 3 y 4 , y 5 y 6 − y 1 y 3 y 7 , y 3 y 4 − y 6 y 8 , y 1 y 3 y 8 − y 6 y 7 , = I Q ∩ (y 1 , y 4 , y 6 ) ∩ (y 1 , y 3 , y 6 ) ∩ (y 2 , y 3 , y 6 ).
Saturating by the irrelevant ideal B Q = (y 1 y 3 , y 1 y 6 , y 4 y 6 ) gives J : B Q = I Q : B Q , and hence This ideal has 25 primary components, one of which is the toric ideal I Q and 24 of which cut out linear varieties. Saturating by the irrelevent ideal B Q = (y 1 y 3 y 5 y 7 , y 1 y 3 y 5 y 10 , y 1 y 3 y 8 y 10 , y 1 y 6 y 8 y 10 , y 4 y 6 y 8 y 10 )
gives J : B Q = I Q : B Q , from which we obtain 
k for every spanning tree T . We claim that Spec (k[y a : a ∈ Q 1 ]/J) y T is also isomorphic to T Q ×A 2 k for every T , giving V(I Q )\V(B Q ) = V(J)\V(B Q ). The result follows from the claim, because the inclusions
To prove the claim we first list all spanning trees T in Q with root at 0 ∈ Q 0 . Proposition 4.10 implies that there are ℓ + 1 such trees, namely, T 0 , . . . , T ℓ where supp(T 0 ) = {a 4 , a 6 , . . . , a 2ℓ+2 }, supp(T j ) = {a 1 , a 3 , . . . , a 2j−1 } ∪ {a 2j+4 , a 2j+6 , . . . , a 2ℓ+2 , } for every 0 < j < ℓ, and supp(T ℓ ) = {a 1 , a 3 , . . . , a 2ℓ−1 }. The result follows once we prove that
Fix 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ. We use the ideal J to eliminate certain variables y a in two stages (if j = 0 ignore stage one, and if j = ℓ ignore stage two):
(1) eliminate each y a with 1 ≤ t(a) ≤ j and y| mon(a). Fix i ∈ Q 0 \ {0} with i ≤ j and consider the y-arrow a 2i . Lemma 4.13 (2) gives y 2i = y pa y
]/J y T where y pa is either y 2i+1 y 2i+2 or y a f y 2ℓ+2 . . . y 2i+2 for some xy-arrow a f with t(a f ) = i. In either case, y 2i is expressed in terms of variables with a higher index, and we eliminate it. As for the xy-arrows with tail at i, choose one such with mon(a) divisible by the lowest power of x. Lemma 4.13(3.i) gives y a = y pa · (y 1 y 3 · · · y 2i−1 ) −1 in k[y a : a ∈ Q 1 ]/J y T , where y pa is either y 2i+1 y 2i+2 or y a f y 2ℓ+2 . . . y 2i+2 for some xy-arrow a f with tail at i and mon(a f ) is divisible by a strictly higher power of x than is mon(a). In either case, y a is expressed in variables indexed by arrows from {a 1 , . . . , a 2i+1 } ∪ {a 2i+2 , . . . , a 2ℓ+2 } and xy-arrows b with tail at i and mon(b) divisible by a strictly higher power of x than was mon(a). Repeat, until each y a indexed by an xy-arrow a with tail at i is expressed in variables {y 1 , . . . , y 2i+1 } ∪ {y 2i+2 , . . . , y 2ℓ+2 }. Carry out this procedure, in order, at the vertices on the list (1, 2, . . . , j) . The result is that each y a with 1 ≤ t(a) ≤ j and y| mon(a) is written in terms of {y 1 , y 3 , . . . , y 2j+1 } ∪ {y 2j+2 , . . . , y 2ℓ+2 }.
(2) eliminate each y a with j + 1 ≤ t(a) ≤ ℓ and x| mon(a). Fix i ≥ j + 1 and consider the x-arrow a 2i+1 . Lemma 4.13(1) gives y 2i+1 = y pa y −1 2i+2 in k[y a : a ∈ Q 1 ]/J y T where y pa is either y 2i−1 y 2i or y a f y 1 . . . y 2i−1 for some xy-arrow a f with tail at i. In either case, y 2i+1 is expressed in terms of x-arrows {a 1 , a 3 · · · a 2i−1 }, the y-arrows {a 2i , a 2i+2 } and an xy-arrow with tail at i, so we eliminate it. As for the xy-arrows with tail at i, choose one such with mon(a) divisible by the lowest power of y. Lemma 4.13(3.ii) gives y a = y qa · (y 2ℓ+2 y 2ℓ · · · y 2i+2 ) −1 in k[y a : a ∈ Q 1 ]/J y T , where y qa is either y 2i−1 y 2i or y a f y 1 . . . y 2i−1 for some xy-arrow a f with tail at i and mon(a f ) is divisible by a strictly higher power of y than is mon(a). In either case, y a is expressed in variables indexed by arrows from {a 1 , . . . , a 2i−1 } ∪ {a 2i , . . . , a 2ℓ+2 } and xy-arrows b with tail at i and mon(b) divisible by a higher power of y than was mon(a). Repeat, until each y a indexed by an xy-arrow a with tail at i is expressed in variables {y 1 , . . . , y 2i−1 }∪{y 2i , . . . , y 2ℓ+2 }. Carry out this procedure, in order, at the vertices on the list (ℓ, ℓ−1, . . . , j +1), so each y a with j + 1 ≤ t(a) ≤ ℓ and x| mon(a) is expressed in {y 1 , y 3 , . . . , y 2j+1 } ∪ {y 2j+2 , . . . , y 2ℓ+2 }.
Applying Stages 1 and 2 gives each variable y a from k[y a : a ∈ Q 1 ]/J y T in terms of the variables {y a : a ∈ supp(T j )} ∪ {y 2j+1 , y 2j+2 }. It follows that the k-algebra homomorphism k[y 
The Special McKay correspondence following Van den Bergh
To conclude we consider the derived category. Motivated by Bridgeland's work on perverse coherent sheaves, Van den Bergh [13] considered the subcategory B := −1 Per X/(A 2 k /G) of the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on X consisting of those objects E whose cohomology sheaves H i (E) are nonzero only in degrees −1 and 0, such that f * (H −1 (E)) = 0, and such that the map f * f * H 0 (E) → H 0 (E) is surjective. A projective generator for B is defined to be a projective object P in B for which Hom B (P, E) = 0 implies E = 0. 
